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"Brat, mind your tongue! Prepare to die!" The Fourth Apostle scoffed and charged toward Leon at the speed of lightning.

"Bring it on!" Leon snorted.

He stepped forward and extended his fist, sending his energy toward the Fourth Apostle.

Seeing how the situation escalated, Leon already took the Dragon Pill when the Southern Boss first appeared.

Linder the Dragon Pill's effect, his power level reached the Semi-Almighty State and the power of the Mirror of Sovereign

reached the Intermediate Almighty State as well.

It was no exaggeration to say that the Fourth Apostle could not even breakthrough Leon's defense, so Leon had no fear toward

him.

"You must have a death wish!" The Fourth Apostle narrowed his eyes dangerously.

He did not know about all the cards in Leon's hand and assumed a young man like Leon would perish under his attack.

Seeing how Leon refused to back away and instead faced his attack head-on, the Fourth Apostle decided to show no mercy and

strengthened his attack to kill Leon with a single blow.

"How insolent!" Both the Southern Boss and Devon sneered as they looked at Leon in contempt.

They did not sense any movement of true energy from Leon and did not know what Leon's power level was, but could all tell that

Leon was likely in the Peak Overlord State or the Semi-Almighty State based on Leon's speed. Hence, Leon would never rival

the Fourth Apostle's power and they anticipated that Leon would die on the spot.

"Mister Wolf, watch out!"

On the other end, Arthur, Angus, and the others were shocked that Leon ran toward his demise and their hearts sank.

Arthur leaped toward the Fourth Apostle without hesitation to save Leon, only for the Southern Boss to appear before him to stop

him.

"Thompson, it's me you need to worry about!" The Southern Boss said.

"Damn it!" Arthur's expression darkened and could only focus on evading the Southern Boss's attack.

"It's over!" Angus and the elders fell into despair when they saw Arthur being stopped.

They wanted to hurry to Leon's rescue as well, but could not make it in time and could only watch as the Fourth Apostle’s attack

slammed against Leon.

"Great!"

Contrary to the Thompsons' despair, the Spears and the Hiltons were excited. However, what happened the next moment

instantly took them by surprise.
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